[Rifaximin in the treatment of hepatic encephalopathy].
Hepatic encephalopathy is a frequent and serious complication of liver cirrhosis. Usually it is treated by non-absorbable disaccharides or antibiotics and its treatment is often difficult and associated with undesirable effects. The objective of our investigation was to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of a new antibiotic used in this indication--rifaximine. With rifaximine, 400 mg three times per day, a total of 25 patients were treated for a 10-day period. Significant improvement of the manifestations of encephalopathy occurred (evaluated by the grade of encephalopathy, test of combining numerals, the degree of flapping tremor and the arterial ammonia level). None of the patients developed undesirable effects. Rifaximine seems an effective, safe drug for hepatic encephalopathy.